
How to Sell Your House: Houwzer's
5-Step Home Selling Guide

Roughly 61% of home sellers are first-time home sellers. Not surprisingly, the
average first-time home seller has a lot of questions. Even seasoned home sellers
have questions because the market and technology change quickly and, on
average, people only sell their homes every eight years.

Selling your home is both a major life event and a major financial transaction. It
pays to be an informed seller; you’ll maximize your home’s value while ensuring
stress is kept to a minimum. And when you list a home with Houwzer, you receive
consistent communication from our team of selling experts and stay informed
throughout the process with our online dashboard.

Our complete home selling guide is designed to walk you through every step of the
process so that you’re fully prepared to sell your home. By the end, you’ll know how
to extract the most value from your home sale and simplify the transaction, without
adding work to your plate.

Sell my house! Jump to:

 Step 1 Find an Experienced Agent

 Step 2 Run the Numbers: The Cost of Selling a House

 Step 3 Find Out What Your Home is Worth & Get Ready to List

 Step 4 Evaluating an Offer

 Step 5 After Your Home Sale

https://houwzer.com/blog/sell-your-house#Step%201
https://houwzer.com/blog/sell-your-house#Step%202
https://houwzer.com/blog/sell-your-house#Step%203
https://houwzer.com/blog/sell-your-house#Step%204
https://houwzer.com/blog/sell-your-house#Step%205


1. Find an Experienced
Agent to Sell Your Home
While there is some truth behind the idea that well-priced homes sell themselves,
who you hire to sell your home matters more than most people think. Your agent
can actually make or break your deal. The majority of people hire the first agent
they meet–whether that’s at an open house, via a street sign, or through a family
member or neighbor. Recommendations are helpful, but for a financial transaction
this large, they should still be vetted through your own research.

At the very least, you should read their reviews and know the answers to these
questions before you sign on the dotted line:

● What level of service do they provide and how much do their services cost?



● Does this person have the training and experience I would want in someone
who is handling my most valuable asset?

● Will this person be able to devote their time and energy to selling my home
or is real estate their side hustle?

● Does this person seem capable of giving me hard advice that I need to hear
even if I don’t want to hear it?

Having an experienced professional on your side will be your greatest asset in the
home selling process. Look for an agent that has sold many homes, across a wide
range of price points – and specifically, in your particular real estate market. Here’s
what you should consider:

1. Avoid Selling your Home with Someone Out of

Obligation

Almost everyone knows someone who is a real estate agent. This can be really
beneficial if that person is extremely qualified. It can also be extremely messy and
put a strain on relationships if the person doesn’t have much experience or if things
go sour on the deal. It’s worth asking yourself not only if the person is qualified to
do the best job, but also if your relationship could be impacted. Would your
relationship be okay if they made a mistake that cost you financially or didn’t
handle something the right way?

Selling your home is a big deal. In addition to the financial implications, it can also
feel personal – which means it’s pretty common for emotions to run high. Make
sure that you’re comfortable with the agent’s skill level, and don’t feel guilty about
hiring someone else for financial reasons or because you want to protect your
relationship.

2. Find a Realtor Who is Highly Trained and Has Recent

Experience



Becoming a real estate agent is much easier than it should be (and probably a lot
easier than you would expect). By and large, the only criteria is taking the
course–some which take less hours than one 40-hour work week–and passing the
state licensing exam. Then agents must find a brokerage to hang their hat under,
which isn’t too difficult since traditional brokerages only have to pay them if they
close a deal.

This structure has led to a large percentage of part-time and inexperienced real
estate agents. Some work other jobs since there isn’t enough work to go around,
and they need to put food on the table. Others picked up real estate as a side gig or
a hobby to pass time in retirement.

Houwzer recognized that training is necessary in order to provide customers with
better insight and support, advocate effectively in negotiations, protect the
customer throughout the process, and counsel them through hard situations. Every
agent at Houwzer must first go through extensive additional training, even if they’ve
already worked in the field, before ever working with a client. In addition, all agents
are full-time, salaried employees.

An experienced agent with the right tools and training will be able to help you sell
your home for the most money, while simplifying the process and protecting you
throughout in order to get the best results. No matter who you hire to sell your
home, make sure they have a track record that proves they’re equipped to do the
job.

Ready to start your journey by getting in touch with a local Realtor?

Start here

https://houwzer.com/app/questionnaire


3. "Can I Sell My Own House?”: The FSBO Trap

It’s a common question. Most homeowners could do a For Sale By Owner, but
ultimately opt not to because of three important considerations: time, effort, and
getting a fair price. A good real estate agent can set an appropriate timeline and
strategy for your home’s sale, and has built experience around getting fair offers.
Here’s what you should know:

● The average FSBO home sells for $190,000; the average agent-assisted home
sells for $250,000. On top of that, you’ll still need to offer a buyer’s agent
commission to incentivize agents to show your home.

● FSBO homes take longer to sell - for a few reasons. One, buyer agents try to
avoid showing FSBO listings because of the perception that FSBO sellers will
be unreasonable in negotiations due to them being less experienced.
Another reason they can rack up more days on market is because most

https://www.nar.realtor/blogs/economists-outlook/selling-your-home-solo-to-save-money-you-ll-actually-make-less-than-you-think


homeowners lack the extensive marketing tools agents have, including
professional photography and access to the MLS.

● A FSBO sale is ideal for sellers who are not on a strict timeline, have less
valuable properties, and have the time and ability to run their own showings,
take their own photos, handle negotiations, and everything else that listing a
home entails.

Operations Manager Ebony McCoy notes that homesellers might be surprised by
just how much work Houwzer does on their behalf.

“You receive a full service experience with Houwzer. Along with having the expertise
of an agent, we strategically market your home to the right people,” she explains.

“Your coordinator brings the pieces together from photography and sign
placements to the MLS listing, and making sure we are on track to get to
settlement. We have a technology platform that keeps all of your due dates and
reminders in order and it shows you every step of the listing process so you know
what to expect.”

Considering the costs of marketing a home well, sellers can save almost as much
with Houwzer’s flat fee model as they would by going the FSBO route – even while
getting a better full service experience.



Zillow's property search defaults to showing agent listings, putting FSBO home sales
("Other") at a disadvantage

4. Look for a Full Service Agency

Full service real estate brokerages like Houwzer help you through the entire
process, from consult to close. We provide professional photography (including 30
high resolution photos and a 360° Virtual Tour), signage, mailed postcards, social
and email marketing, and will organize open houses for your home (open houses
are currently on pause due to coronavirus restrictions).

“You will have a better listing experience because we have a team supporting the
success of your listing. The agent, a team of coordinators, marketing, leads, tech all
working together to sell your home,” says McCoy of the Houwzer process.

Discount listing agencies handle the MLS and not much else, leaving you to
coordinate open houses, professional photography, and more. For homeowners
who are already busy with careers, kids, or other obligations, taking on the entire
job of listing a home isn’t ideal.

5. Sign a Listing Agreement
Once you’ve found the right Realtor/agency for you, you’ll sign what’s called a
listing agreement. This is a contract that gives the agent the right to sell your
home, and establishes the agent fee or commission percentage. It also specifies
that they have the right to advertise your home on the Multiple Listing Service
(MLS).

Once you sign the listing agreement, you've agreed to sell your home exclusively
with that brokerage. Depending on the terms you agreed to, the agreement usually
expires after 3-6 months.

2. Run the Numbers: The
Cost of Selling a House



How much does it cost to list and sell your home? Here’s what you need to know.

Closing Costs

 Closing costs for sellers encompass transfer taxes, the agent’s commission,
seller conveyancing, and other miscellaneous fees that total roughly 8-10% of
the home's purchase price. However, fees vary state by state - so this is just a
rough estimate.

Agent/Brokerage Commissions

 Traditional real estate brokerage: Full service brokerages typically charge
the home seller 6% of the home’s sale price, which is split between the listing
agent and the buyer’s agent. This means that for a home that sells for
$600,000, you’ll pay $18,000 per agent, for a total of $36,000.

 Houwzer salaried agent: Houwzer employs salaried agents and leverages
the internet and technology to make the process of buying and selling a
home more efficient. Houwzer provides full service for a flat fee of $5,000,
plus 2.5% for the buyer’s agent. For the same $600,000 home example, you’d
pay a total of $20,000, saving $16,000 in commissions.

 Discount listing service: Other discount brokerages offer limited service for
a lower fee. They require the fee be paid up front, so even if your house
doesn’t end up selling, you have to pay. Discount brokerages will help you list
online but most of the work will be left to you.

Taxes

 Transfer tax varies by state and you may encounter additional transfer tax
at the local level. For example, if you were selling a home in the city of

https://houwzer.com/sell
https://www.nar.realtor/smart_growth.nsf/docfiles/TransferTaxRates(8-05).pdf/%24FILE/TransferTaxRates(8-05).pdf


Philadelphia, you would be charged 1% by the state of Pennsylvania and
3.278% by the city of Philadelphia. Typically transfer taxes are split between
the buyer and the seller.

 If you’re selling a second home, a flipped home, or rental property, you may
need to set aside additional money to cover capital gains taxes that you’ll
owe at tax time. This is a tax that applies to non-inventory assets, including
real estate.

 Property taxes should be paid up to the closing date; you should pay your
share of the property taxes in advance, by placing the money in an escrow
account.

Clean Up (Optional)

 Painting: Though it’s not required, a simple fresh coat of paint can do
wonders for sprucing up your home for showings. According to
RocketHomes, re-painting an entire 2,400 sq. foot home costs around $4,000
for a contractor, and about $1,500-$2,000 if you do it yourself.

 Deep Clean: If you decide to pay for someone to deep clean your home -
getting all the nooks and crannies you might overlook while doing your
general sweep through - expect to pay between $200 and $400 for this
service, according to HomeAdvisor.

Once you’ve chosen a listing agent, the next step is setting up a listing consultation,
and finding out how much your home is worth.

3. Find Out What Your
Home is Worth & Get Ready
to List

https://www.rockethomes.com/blog/homeowner-tips/cost-to-paint-a-house#:~:text=The%20Cost%20Of%20House%20Painting,-%243%20per%20square%20foot.
https://www.homeadvisor.com/cost/cleaning-services/deep-cleaning-a-house/


The next step of the home buying process is the answer to everyone’s question:
how much is my home worth? There’s a few ways to answer this – and a few steps
you should take.

1. Have a listing consultation with your agent

During the listing consultation, the agent will take a tour of your home. They’ll point
out potential problems, and suggest improvements. Their extensive experience will
help you get the most realistic sense of what your home is worth.

Features that could raise or lower the value of your home:

 Lower: wiring not up to code

 Lower: roof needs repairs

 Lower: cracks in the drywall – this can indicate more serious foundational
damage

 Raise: double-pane soundproof windows

 Raise: hardwood flooring

 Raise: walk-in closet(s)

 Raise: finished basement



This is not intended to be an extensive list; just examples of the types of specific
features agents are taking into consideration.

Even if a feature lowers the price of your home, our listing agents will typically not
recommend extensive upgrade projects unless they seriously detract from the
appearance of the home or are legally required. Why? It’s simple math. Your home
will sell for more, but very few projects recoup their cost.

 Example: If you opt to replace your roof, data indicates you’re likely to
recoup only 60-70% of the cost. If you spend $10,000, the value of your home
will only increase by $6,000.

Many DIY-savvy first-time home buyers are actively searching for affordable homes
they can renovate themselves, so there are still plenty of buyers who will buy your
home as-is.

https://www.renovationsroofing.com/blog/replace-roof-selling-house


2. Update With Millennials in Mind

If you do want to make improvements to your home before selling it in order to net
a higher asking price, prioritize improvements that appeal to millennials – they’re
the largest group of homebuyers, representing 37% of the market. This generation
prizes updated kitchens and baths, and rarely sees the appeal of wall-to-wall
carpeting.

According to Realtor, these are three of the top updates millennials are looking for
in for-sale homes:

● Home office space

● Smart tech

● Energy-efficient appliances

3. Figure Out Real Estate Comps: Relative Value

An important part of determining your home’s value is the comparative market
analysis, which is a review of what similar properties in your neighborhood have
sold for over the past few months.

Your agent should be able to share online platforms with you such as Bright MLS
and RPR, which can give you access to more information than what the general
public can view.

Here’s what some listing agents are looking at for determining comps:

 Rooms: bed, baths, finished square footage

 Location specifics: if it’s a “hot” neighborhood, walkable

 Condition: regardless of age, has the home been well maintained?

 Acreage: large, level lots on private streets sell well

https://www.realtor.com/advice/sell/home-upgrades-that-attract-millennial-buyers/


 Renovations: updates to kitchen, bath and basement carry the highest
return

 Unique features: built-in pool, fireplaces, new deck

 Age and maintenance of major components: roof, windows, heater, AC,
plumbing, etc.

 Days on Market: Taking into account how long similar properties spent on
the market (DOM), at what price, and if they were listed multiple times or
required price reductions

Real estate transactions are different from everyday transactions. If you go to the
store to buy a box of cereal, the price generally stays the same regardless of how
many people want to buy it. The price of your home, however, fluctuates constantly
due to local supply and demand.

Understanding this will help you let go of expecting a price you think your home
“should be.” What dictates your home’s price, ultimately, is the amount buyers are
willing to pay – and this number can go up or down within the space of a year, or
even a season.

4. Fill Out the Property Disclosure: Required by Law

The property disclosure, or seller’s disclosure, is an important document for the
home selling process. This document outlines any potential issues that could
impact a home’s safety or value, and the laws surrounding disclosure vary by state.
Common issues noted in disclosure include, and are not limited to:

● The presence of lead paint

● Renovations made without a permit

● Property tax disclosure

● The presence of mold

https://houwzer.com/blog/20-problems-youll-need-to-note-in-a-pa-sellers-disclosure


● Asbestos

● Foundation problems

● Persistent flooding issues

A failure to properly disclose these issues once you know of them can leave you
liable for damages, even after the home has been sold. Some states require
disclosure during the listing process; others only require it after you’ve accepted an
offer.

The property disclosure benefits you, the seller, because it's a chance to clearly
outline the existing issues with your home. This means there are fewer surprises on
the inspection (better for negotiating), and it reduces your future liability.

5. List at the True Market Value

Your listing agent will recommend a listing price, but it’s ultimately your choice.
However, we highly recommend listing your home at its market rate. Many
homeowners are tempted to list it higher – just in case someone will pay, to give
room to negotiate, etc. And many agents will agree to list it high (and plan on
lowering it later) in order to get a seller to sign their listing agreement.

This approach can backfire. Thanks to the internet, it’s extremely easy for buyers to
know exactly how much a home is worth, and buyers will be hesitant to make an
offer on an overpriced home.

“I don’t recommend people pricing higher than what they and their agent believe
market value to be simply to build in room to negotiate,” says experienced listing
agent Chris Johnson. “That can backfire and squander their early marketing period
(first 7-10) days on the market which is the best time to attract qualified buyers
who’ve been actively searching in the area.”

If you want to sell your home fast, sell it at a fair price and you could end up
entertaining multiple bids. Alternatively, some sellers opt to price slightly under



market value – “it can trigger an emotional response in buyers to compete,” notes
Johnson. “And multiple offers give the sellers leverage to get the terms they want.”

During or shortly after the listing consult, you and the agent finalize an agreed upon
price and listing dates.

See more: How to Sell Your House in 5 Days

3. Listing Your Home
Once you’re ready to list your home, it’s important to move quickly. The average
home takes about 65 days to sell from start to close, but this number greatly
depends on the local market (is there a lot of demand for homes in that
neighborhood? That county?) and how the home is priced. Houwzer operates in
several competitive markets, and many of our homes receive offers within the first
two weeks – one recent Maryland-based client even received an offer 12 hours after
listing. Here’s what you’ll be doing to make that happen.

https://houwzer.com/blog/how-to-sell-your-house-in-5-days


1. The Listing Profile

Creating a listing profile is important – this is where you summarize your home and
why people should want to live in it. Sometimes less is more, and it’s best to let an
experienced agent lead on this and decide on what’s worth highlighting. Clients
working with Houwzer are sent a survey through the online dashboard, and the
responses are used to build their listing description – making the process pain-free
and easy.

2. Professional Photography

Professional photography is an important part of the listing process. About 90% of
people now start their home search process online – often before even
approaching an agent. Well lit photographs and detailed 360° virtual tours that



highlight a home’s best features can help get more potential buyers to see your
home.

3. The MLS

Once your home is ready to go, it will be added to the Multiple Listing Service (MLS)
by your agent. By uploading it to the MLS, your home will appear on sites like:

● Realtor.com

● Trulia

● Zillow

● RealtyTrac

● Rent.com

● Movoto

Ensuring maximum exposure. Once people are interested in actually seeing your
home, showings can be requested via Showing Time, and open houses are
advertised through a variety of third-party websites. Listings usually go live on
Thursdays in order to prepare interested buyers for weekend open houses.



4. Showing Your Home

A sign will be installed in front of your home to let people know it’s for sale, as well
as a lock-box for easy entry for home showings. Keep your home relatively clean
and de-personalized so that it can be shown whenever buyers are interested.

“I recommend that sellers be as flexible as they can be in allowing as many
potential buyers to come through their home as possible, particularly in their first
7-10 days on the market,” explains listing agent Chris Johnson. Johnson
recommends keeping the notice window as short as possible – 2 hours is ideal.

If someone is interested in purchasing your home, their buyer’s agent will contact
your listing agent, who will contact you. Once an offer is made, you’ll want to move
fast!

5. Tackle Easy Home Fixes



Costly renovations may not be recommended, but small, inexpensive fixes
definitely are. Homeowners might be surprised to discover that bright-colored
accent walls rarely help sell a home: instead, neutral-toned walls work best. Now is
also the time to fix the broken shower plug or testy door handle, lest a $20 repair
turn off would-be buyers.

6. Open Houses

Open houses help to generate hype for your property, and they can be a good way
to separate the wheat from the chaff. An open house allows for people with low
purchase intent to see your home without taking up a lot of anyone’s time, leaving
the showings for the truly interested buyers. And if serious buyers are in
attendance, witnessing a well-attended open house can encourage them to come in
with a high bid.

Houwzer will market your open house to ensure it gets as many interested buyers
as possible. This includes advertising through social media. Here’s what you should
do to prepare for your open house, which will typically happen on Saturday or
Sunday:

● Declutter the house

● Do a full-house clean

● Get rid of excess furniture to better showcase room size



● Beautify outdoor spaces (pruning, grass cutting, etc)

● Don’t use synthetic smells (like plug-ins): some people are allergic

● Secure your valuables, just in case

● Curb appeal: flowers are great, and pressure-washing can make a world of
difference



4. Evaluating an Offer



An offer on your home allows you to potentially move forward with the process of
selling your home. There’s a lot that goes into evaluating and accepting an offer,
though. Here’s what you need to know.

1. Should I accept the first offer on my house?

There’s no right or wrong answer, since it will depend on what stage of the selling
process you’re at, and the quality of the offer. If your home has been on the market
for three months already, you’re unlikely to receive a higher offer later on – if
anything, buyers may assume you’re desperate to sell (and willing to accept less
than your home is worth).

On the other hand, if your home was just listed, you have more room to wait and
see what happens. Buyers who come in with a low asking price, with contingencies,
or without a mortgage pre-approval might not be the right match.

2. What are the main considerations when comparing

multiple offers?

Ideally, you’ll have several offers to choose from. Here’s what you’ll be looking at
closely:

● Purchase price

● Expiration date of the offer

● Deposit (initial and second deposit amounts and terms)

● Settlement and possession date

● Inclusions/exclusions

● Types of financing (cash or mortgage)

● Mortgage terms and commitment date

● Contingencies elected and terms



Home sellers often prefer cash buyers, even if they come in with a slightly lower
offer, because cash offers tend to close faster and are less likely to fall through due
to financing issues.

If you need extra time to leave your home, you might consider asking for seller rent
back contingency - this allows you to essentially "rent back" the house from the
buyer for a period of 30 or 60 days.

2. What should be included in a home offer?

The offer is a legal document. Home offers generally follow the Agreement of Sale
(AOS) and usually include:

 The purchase price: this is, quite simply, what they’re offering to pay for
your home.

 Expiration of the offer: how long their offer is good for. Typically one or two
days.

 Initial deposit and second deposit: the initial deposit is a good-faith escrow
deposit the buyer puts down while waiting for mortgage approval.

 Required home inspection: the buyer is entitled to have your home
checked for defects. They will note whether you are expected to address any
issues that come up in inspection. This is important to note because
something always comes up during the inspection, so be prepared.

 Warranties: the buyer will want to make sure the property is yours to sell.
You will need to show your title to the home.

 An appraisal: lenders typically require a licensed appraiser to validate the
value of your home.

 Contingencies: the buyer can void their purchase if certain outlined
conditions are or aren’t met (such as major structural defects being revealed
in the home inspection, they need to sell their own home, or your home
appraises for far less than they offered)



 A time frame for the loan closing date: usually 30 to 60 days

3. Offers can fall through

About 1-4% of pending offers end up falling through. Why? The top reason is
financing; if a buyer has recently lost their job or taken on additional debt, their
lender may revoke the pre-approval. A low appraisal or a home inspection
contingency can also lead to a dropped sale.

4. What a counter-offer looks like

If a homebuyer comes in below your asking price, if you receive multiple offers, or if
the buyer asks you to complete certain renovations as part of the sale, there’s
definitely room to negotiate.

It’s important to have an experienced agent on hand for this. Many Houwzer listing
agents are trained specifically in negotiation tactics, ensuring that you’ll walk away
from the deal with as much home equity as possible. There are a few different ways
to counter an offer:

● You can meet a buyer halfway, but you’re under no obligation to, especially if
it’s a low-ball offer. You can go down $1,000 to appease them, or even
counter with your original listing price if you think your home was priced
fairly.

● If you want to play hardball, you can reject the offer completely. A truly
interested buyer may come back anyway.

● If you receive multiple offers, you can negotiate for a higher bid by asking the
top bidders for their best and final offer.

Once you accept the offer, it can take between 30-60 days to close the sale. Closer
or farther out settlement dates are also possible, depending on your needs and the
Buyer’s ability to match your goals. This allows you time to pack your belongings
and move out – and possibly find a new home to move into, if you haven’t already.



5. After Your Home Sale
Congratulations on selling your home! What comes next?

1. Post-Closing Documentation

Keep track of all the documents related to your home’s sale. The new homeowner
will receive the original Deed to your house, while the Deed of Trust goes to their
lender.

2. Buying Your Next Home

If you’re in the market for a new home, keep in mind that homeowners who both
buy and sell with Houwzer automatically receive a $2,500 rebate at closing that can
be used for anything – their down payment, home renovations, or even just paying
off bills.

3. Leave a Review

“This was a great experience at a really great price,” wrote client Sharon Henahan
about her experience with Houwzer in a 5-star Facebook review. “We had the full
professional treatment of great house photos, an open house, easy-to-use online app,
quick responses by phone, text, and email. I would recommend Houwzer to anyone.”

A good final step in the home selling process is sharing the story of how your
experience went. Online reviews help future clients determine the best option for
selling their home, and also give your listing agent valuable feedback on what they
can do to improve.

“We love to hear what you think about Houwzer,” explains listing agent specialist
Jorge Santana. “As salaried, no-commission agents, our Listing Agents work hard for
your positive reviews.”

https://houwzer.com/bundle

